Introduction {#s1}
============

Over the past decade, functional brain imaging has dramatically changed the scope of investigation in the study of neurological disorders like traumatic brain injury (TBI). Even with considerable attention given to methods such as functional MRI and the study of cognitive, motor and sensory deficits in TBI, there remains much unknown about recovery of function after TBI in particular from a systems neuroscience perspective. Recent developments in network connectivity have broadened the scope of investigation, providing unparalleled opportunity to examine whole-brain communication after significant neurological disruption. One applied mathematical approach, graph theory, has received significant recent attention in literatures using functional brain imaging methods (e.g., functional MRI) to examine the flow of information in dynamic networks. While graph theory has a much longer history in the areas of chemistry [@pone.0104021-Cayley1]--[@pone.0104021-Sylvester1] and in the early 1900s in the social networks [@pone.0104021-Scott1], in its relatively brief application to the neurosciences, this approach has already influenced how we conceptualize network communication. In particular, graph theory analyses in animals [@pone.0104021-Hilgetag1] and functional imaging studies in humans [@pone.0104021-Micheloyannis1]--[@pone.0104021-Stam2] demonstrate that neural systems hold "small-world" properties characterized by high *clustering* or the presence of densely linked sub modules in the graph, while also retaining short net communication paths between pairs of nodes. The small-world structure affords specialized processing of information locally while simultaneously permitting large-scale information transfer throughout the network [@pone.0104021-Bullmore1]. It is a goal in the current study to examine network changes occurring after moderate and severe traumatic brain injury (TBI) through graph theory analysis. Examining whole-brain connectivity dynamics will provide previously unavailable information about how neural systems adapt to catastrophic disruption.

Clinical network neuroscience {#s1a}
-----------------------------

In the clinical neurosciences it remains an important goal to understand the basic brain changes associated with neurological disruption and the implications these changes have for behavioral deficit and recovery trajectory. There has been widespread use of functional imaging methods to examine task-related brain changes (e.g., mean signal differences) in localized regions of the brain but there has been a recent shift to explore the covariance (i.e., connectivity) between brain regions in addition to fundamental signal amplitude changes.

With the more recent emphasis in connectivity modeling in functional neuroimaging, there is an expanding literature documenting the network alterations associated with brain injury and degenerative processes (see 9). Several studies to date have demonstrated that neurological disruption results in altered connectivity in large-scale neural networks [@pone.0104021-Castellanos1]--[@pone.0104021-Vakhtin1] including evidence that even focal injury has widespread consequences for broader network functioning [@pone.0104021-Bonnelle1]--[@pone.0104021-Sharp1]. For example, both focal and diffuse injuries observed in TBI may disrupt distal connectivity which is a distinct and crucial feature to the small-world topology required for efficient transmission of information in neural systems [@pone.0104021-Nakamura1]--[@pone.0104021-Pandit1]. While it would appear a paradoxical consequence to physical network disruption, we have observed that a primary response to neurological disruption in dynamic systems is hyperconnectivity [@pone.0104021-Nakamura1], [@pone.0104021-Hillary1]--[@pone.0104021-Hillary2]. In this paper we aim not only to determine if hyperconnectivity is observable during the first 6 months post injury, but to also determine the specific sites (if they exist) where hyperconnectivity is likely to be observed.

In determining which networks may account for hyperconnectivity after injury, work outside the neurosciences has demonstrated that the small-world topology is particularly resilient to non-selective or "random" connectivity loss [@pone.0104021-Achard1]--[@pone.0104021-Albert1]. These authors also demonstrate however that that targeted "attack" on critical network hubs can lead to catastrophic consequences for network communication. Hubs provide a buffer to network disruption and similar effects may also be expressed in biological systems. For example, the focused loss of anterior-posterior connectivity (e.g., frontal to PCC to hippocampal connections) in Alzheimer\'s has devastating consequences for functioning in the areas of memory, spatial navigation, and maintaining semantic associations [@pone.0104021-Sheline1]. By comparison, the pathophysiology occurring in TBI is selective for certain regions (e.g., temporal and frontal poles), but does not function as a targeted attack on connections between essential subnetworks (e.g., default mode network, DMN) thus permitting the opportunity for their greater integration. We hypothesize that hyperconnectivity induced by injury will be expressed in the brain\'s most highly connected regions, or the "rich club", a high capacity but metabolically expensive network that forms the backbone for efficient information transfer in the brain\'s various subnetworks [@pone.0104021-Harriger1]--[@pone.0104021-vandenHeuvel1]. In order to examine the influence of TBI on network hubs, we will make use of functional MRI and graph theory to examine whole-brain connectivity in TBI early after injury. In doing so, this will be the first study to examine the effects of TBI on neural network hubs over the course of early recovery in moderate and severe TBI.

Network Analysis {#s1b}
----------------

Possibly the most important early decision in network modeling is determining the nodes, or brain regions, that will contribute to the model. In large-scale network analyses, the characterization of the network nodes has a direct influence on the graph properties observed [@pone.0104021-Bullmore1], [@pone.0104021-Sporns1]. Recent efforts to examine "small-world" properties in TBI have used 20--30 ROIs to create unweighted (i.e., binary) networks [@pone.0104021-Caeyenberghs1], [@pone.0104021-Sharp1], [@pone.0104021-Caeyenberghs2]. Anatomical ROIs are often used to avoid biased selection and circularity in data interpretation [@pone.0104021-Vul1]; yet these approaches aggregate a number of functionally distinct signals within each ROI. For example, Brodmann\'s area 46 is one of the largest ROIs in anatomical atlases and maintains critical roles in a number of functions, yet in the absence of additional parcellation, the hundreds of voxels that can be sampled this region are averaged and treated as a single homogenous signal. To address these concerns, we use a data-driven approach for ROI parcellation through the use of spatial independent component analysis [@pone.0104021-Calhoun1]--[@pone.0104021-Calhoun2]. Each ROI is represented as a functional signature as opposed to an anatomically bound average of many functional signals [@pone.0104021-Xu1]. We anticipated that the approach used here will be sensitive to the network changes associated the early recovery window in TBI. Moreover, in studies using fMRI to examine neurotrauma there is concern regarding the influence of brain lesions on the BOLD signal [@pone.0104021-Hillary3] and this is particularly problematic in local areas of hemorrhage where blood products cause susceptibility artifact and local signal attenuation [@pone.0104021-Pouratian1]--[@pone.0104021-Strigel1]. However, the ICA procedure implemented here can isolate the effects of local signal drop-out as a "component" and model these data or remove the signal during "denoising and nuisance" identification. This approach addresses basic differences in brain morphology and local signal drop-out due to the effects of TBI early after injury.

Study Goals and Hypotheses {#s1c}
--------------------------

There are two hypotheses in this study. First, we propose that a common response to moderate and severe TBI during the first few months post injury is *hyperconnectivity*, or increases in the magnitude and/or number of connections. We test this hypothesis by examining both the number and strength of connections in the TBI sample over time as compared to a health control (HC) sample. Second, we hypothesize that enhanced connectivity during recovery will occur in three of the most highly connected subnetworks, or "rich club": the salience network (SN, e.g., anterior insula), the executive control network (ECN, e.g., dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and parietal cortex) and DMN (e.g., PCC and medial frontal cortex). There are three sources of evidence for this. First, in the work examining fMRI signal amplitude change during task, the most common finding is increased involvement of the ECN, or the PFC and parietal regions after TBI [@pone.0104021-Hillary4]--[@pone.0104021-Turner1]. Second, there is recent evidence that the PCC and its distinct roles within the DMN has critical function in integrating other subnetworks and facilitating information transfer across a broad spectrum of neurological disorders [@pone.0104021-Leech1]. Finally, recent work has demonstrated that TBI results in increased connectivity to the insula which maintains a central role in the salience network [@pone.0104021-Bonnelle2]--[@pone.0104021-Hillary6]. We tested this second hypothesis by examining the nodes most likely to show enhanced connectivity during recovery from TBI. Finally, given the relationship between the DMN and SN and cognitive performance [@pone.0104021-Sidlauskaite1], we also anticipated that hyperconnectivity in these networks would predict performance deficits on tests of processing speed and working memory, two critical areas of cognitive dysfunction after TBI [@pone.0104021-DeLuca1]--[@pone.0104021-McDowell1].

Method {#s2}
======

Subjects {#s2a}
--------

Study recruitment included 22 individuals with moderate and severe TBI between the ages of 18 and 53 years and 15 healthy adults of comparable age and education (see [Tables 1](#pone-0104021-t001){ref-type="table"} and [2](#pone-0104021-t002){ref-type="table"} for demographic and clinical information). Due to significant frame-by-frame head motion identified via ArtRepair [@pone.0104021-Mazaika1] one individual with TBI was removed from the study, leaving a total study sample of 36 individuals at two time points. All study participants underwent two MRI scanning sessions separated by approximately three months. For the TBI sample, initial data collection occurred at three months after emerging from posttraumatic amnesia (PTA), or a period of confusion and amnesia following coma emergence, and the second scanning session followed three months later. These 3- and 6-month windows for measurement are consistent with animal studies examining "very long" outcome [@pone.0104021-Bouilleret1]--[@pone.0104021-Stibick1] and the TBI "outcome" literature based upon timepoints where significant change is expected behaviorally [@pone.0104021-English1]--[@pone.0104021-Walker1]. TBI severity was defined using the Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) in the first 24 hours after injury [@pone.0104021-Teasdale1] and GCS scores from 3--8 were considered "severe" and scores from 9--12 were considered moderate. In three cases, participants were included with a GCS score of 13--14 because acute neuroimaging findings were positive. Participants were excluded if they remain in treatment for concomitant spinal cord injuries, orthopedic injury, or other injury making it difficult to remain still in the MRI environment. So that findings were generalizable to a typical moderate and severe TBI sample, patients with focal contusions and hemorrhagic injuries were included unless injuries required neurosurgical intervention and removal of tissue resulting in gross derangement of neuroanatomy. Research was conducted with approval by institutional review board and Office of Human Subject Protection at the Pennsylvania State University (PSU). Informed written consent for all participants was obtained at the time of study enrollment. The current study includes individuals who may be cognitively impaired, so capacity for enrollment in the study was based upon how decisions were being made for medical treatment and for functioning independently. If an individual retained capacity to sign for medical procedures and functioned independently (i.e., lived alone, retained driver\'s license), consent to participate was accepted; however, if caregiver signature was required for medical procedures or the potential participant was not functionally independent this signature and a signature of assent by the potential participant were similarly required for study enrollment. PSU is positively and unequivocally committed to the promotion, encouragement, and facilitation of academic and clinical research in the broad area of general or specific measurements of human development, health, and performance. PSU is dedicated to the ethical treatment of human participants in all research activities conducted under the auspices of this institution and assumes responsibility for safeguarding their rights and welfare.

10.1371/journal.pone.0104021.t001

###### Demographic descriptors, injury information.

![](pone.0104021.t001){#pone-0104021-t001-1}

  Demographic                                     Traumatic Brain Injury Mean (sd), n = 21;                                   Healthy Controls Mean (sd), n = 15
  ------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------
  **Age (years)**                                                 27.9 (9.1)                                                             28.8 (11.9)
  **Education (years)**                                           12.5 (1.6)                                                              13.4 (1.7)
  **Gender**                                                      18 M, 3 F                                                                9 M, 6 F
  **Race/Ethnicity**               Caucasian, n = 14; African American n = 4; Hispanic, n = 2; Asian, n = 1   Caucasian, n = 11; African American n = 3; Hispanic = 1; Asian = 0
  **Glasgow Coma Scale**                             mean: 7.1, min: 3; max: 14, mode: 3                                                      \-
  **Time-post injury (days)**                                    113.5 (32.3)                                                                 \-
  **Time between scans (days)**                                  106.2 (24.6)                                                            116.2 (33.9)

GCS when available 15/22 cases; when not available, inclusion based upon positive CT finding. No between-group differences observed for age, education, gender, ethnicity, or Time between scans.

10.1371/journal.pone.0104021.t002

###### Performance on cognitive testing.

![](pone.0104021.t002){#pone-0104021-t002-2}

  Behavioral testing            TBI Time 1 mean (sd), n = 21   TBI Time 2 mean (sd), n = 21   Healthy Controls mean (sd), n = 15
  ---------------------------- ------------------------------ ------------------------------ ------------------------------------
  **Digit span - forward**               10.6 (2.4)                     10.7 (2.0)                        10.8 (1.7)
  **Digit span - backward**              6.19 (1.4)                   7.0 (1.7)\*\*                       6.07 (2.1)
  **Digit span - total**                 16.8 (3.2)                     17.7 (3.3)                        17.5 (2.9)
  **VSAT -- letter**                    55.4 (15.6)                  62.3 (16.7)\*\*                   71.5 (17.7)^‡‡^
  **VSAT - symbol**                     52.2 (14.4)                  60.8 (14.9)\*\*                   73.2 (20.7)^‡‡^
  **VSAT - total**                      107.7 (29.0)                 123.2 (29.5)\*\*                  144.8 (37.4)^‡‡^
  **Trails A**                          26.7 (11.5)                    27.8 (10.3)                       20.0 (11.1)
  **Trails B**                          89.2 (57.2)                  66.9 (35.8)\*\*                   60.5 (28.1)^‡‡^
  **Color-word: Color**                 48.8 (21.4)                    46.9 (23.7)                      38.4 (18.0)^‡^
  **Color-word: inhibition**            83.1 (25.2)                   78.4 (26.7)\*                      78.7 (31.1)

Between-time differences significant at \*p\<.05, \*\*p\<.10, between-group differences significant at ^‡‡^p\<.05, ^‡^ p\<.10. Note: Between group comparisons made for Time 1 only.

Cognitive Assessment {#s2b}
--------------------

The most common cognitive deficits following TBI are in the areas of working memory and processing speed [@pone.0104021-Hillary7]--[@pone.0104021-McAllister1]. All participants completed a brief battery of tests assessing these areas of functioning to determine: 1) areas of cognitive deficit compared to a HC sample and 2) relationship between connectivity changes and cognitive deficit. To assess working memory and processing speed we used the visual search and attention task \[VSAT; 59\], the Stroop task [@pone.0104021-Jensen1]--[@pone.0104021-Stroop1], the Trail Making Test (A&B) [@pone.0104021-Army1]--[@pone.0104021-Reitan1] and the digit span subtest from the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale --Fourth Edition (Digit Span) [@pone.0104021-Wechsler1]. Testing was completed at each data acquisition interval for the TBI sample and at Time 1 for the HC sample. Repeat testing has inherent problems with respect to the effects of practice and while prior exposure to the stimuli may have some small influence on Time 2 scores, the tests presented were chosen specifically because they show little practice effects (e.g., test-retest of the VSAT in healthy adults with a 2-month delay is r = 0.95; [@pone.0104021-Trenerry1]). Moreover, tests of rapid decision making and information processing have been shown to demonstrate negligible practice effects when repeated after several months [@pone.0104021-Benedict1]. One method for controlling for practice effects is to compare to a HC sample also tested twice. However, comparisons with an HC sample to determine practice assumes equivalent learning/task acquisition between samples, yet there is a long history of research documenting slowed learning and task acquisition after TBI [@pone.0104021-DeLuca1]. Therefore, it was not a goal to measure cognitive change in the HC sample over time, with the exception of the behavioral data collected during each of the fMRI tasks (i.e., 1-back) to verify stable cognitive status between time points.

Focal lesions {#s2c}
-------------

There are often whole-brain structural brain changes even in cases of TBI where the primary injury is isolated (e.g., subdural hematoma), [@pone.0104021-Bki1]--[@pone.0104021-Fujiwara1] and diffuse axonal injury (DAI) is a nearly universal finding [@pone.0104021-Wu1]. Moreover, focal injuries can have widespread consequences for brain function; so focal injury was not an exclusionary criteria in the current study, unless the injury was so severe so as to require neurosurgical intervention (i.e., craniotomy) and/or gross derangement of neuroanatomy. Inclusion of cases where identifiable injury was evident permitted direct examination of TBI as it naturally occurs even in brain regions directly influenced by injury.

MRI procedure and Data acquisition {#s2d}
----------------------------------

Data were acquired using a Philips Achieva 3T system (Philips Medical Systems, The Netherlands, n = 8) with a 6-channel head coil, a Siemens Magnetom Trio 3T system (Siemens Medical Solutions, Germany, n = 13) with an 8-channel head coil both housed in the Department of Radiology, Hershey Medical Center, Hershey, PA, or a Siemens Allegra 3T MRI in the Department of Radiology at UMDNJ-NJMS in Newark, NJ, n = 15). Healthy and TBI samples were distributed between the MRI scanners and all subject data were collected on the same scanner over time to maximize intra-subject reliability.

Subjects were made aware of the importance of minimizing head movement during MRI scanning and trials containing significant motion were discontinued or repeated. High resolution brain anatomical images with isotropic spatial resolution of 1.2 mm×1.2 mm×1.2 mm were acquired using an MPRAGE sequence: 468.45 ms/16.1 ms/18°, repetition time (TR)/echo time (TE)/flip angle (FA), 250×200 mm^2^ field of view (FOV), and a 256×180 acquisition matrix. Echo planar imaging (EPI) was used for functional imaging and parameters were adapted for equivalence. Imaging parameters for EPI were 2000 ms/30 ms/89°, TR/TE/FA and a 230×230 mm^2^ FOV, 128×128 acquisition matrix. Efforts were made to maintain consistency in parameters between MRI scanning sites (e.g., TR was 2000) and investigators consulted one another during data collection to monitor for any changes in data acquisition. We made use of a single run of a working memory task, the n-back [@pone.0104021-Kirchner1]. In order to maximize accuracy, prior to entering the MRI environment, each subject was exposed to the task and permitted a practice trial to promote accurate and efficient performance. Each run was 135 or 142 volumes of eight "on" blocks of the 1-back, a low load task requiring the subject to maintain consecutive matching stimuli in mind when presented a string of letters [@pone.0104021-Kirchner1]. Greater detail regarding the task and data collection are consistent with previously published work [@pone.0104021-Medaglia1].

Data processing and region parcellation {#s2e}
---------------------------------------

[Figure 1](#pone-0104021-g001){ref-type="fig"} presents the processing stream for fMRI time series analysis. Initial steps of the processing stream involved pre-processing including slice-timing correction, realignment of the functional time series to gather movement parameters for correction, coregistration of the EPI data with a high resolution T1 image, and spatial normalization and smoothing [@pone.0104021-Hillary1], [@pone.0104021-Medaglia1]. ArtRepair was used to identify slice and volume movement effects using the recommended cut-offs as a heuristic (5% slices and 25% volumes) [@pone.0104021-Mazaika1]. Based upon these criteria 1 TBI subject showed significant frame-to-frame movement at Time 1, and was removed from the study.

![Data processing stream for fMRI pre-processing, ICA, and graph theory.](pone.0104021.g001){#pone-0104021-g001}

Independent component analysis {#s2f}
------------------------------

Group independent component analyses (ICA) were conducted using the Group ICA of fMRI Toolbox (GIFT). To achieve a detailed component structure and because a higher ordered dataset was desirable for graph theoretical analyses, we chose a relatively high model order ICA (100 components) for all analyses [@pone.0104021-AbouElseoud1]--[@pone.0104021-Ystad1]. Subject-specific data reduction principal components analysis retained 120 principal components and group data retained 100 principal components. First, two separate ICAs were conducted to model two separate task timings for the hrf-convolved timecourses related to the influence of n-back performance. It was a goal to reduce the influence of task without removing relevant variance in the time series, so these initial ICA removed only the components with the highest regression coefficients (6--8 components) related to task. Then a second ICA was conducted including all subjects\' residual timeseries in one group to provide the basis for the back-reconstruction to the individual level. Group-level ICA was chosen at this step because it has been demonstrated to be sensitive to individual effects while providing a framework for comparing the component structure across subjects [@pone.0104021-Allen2]--[@pone.0104021-Erhardt1]. Visual inspection of components was conducted by two raters and spurious components were removed using recommended guidelines for ICA [@pone.0104021-Allen1], [@pone.0104021-Kelly1]. A heuristic cut point was set at a dynamic range of 2.5 and low frequency to high frequency power ratio of 3.0 [@pone.0104021-Allen1]. To examine the consistency of this component rating, we conducted an inter-rater reliability check and agreement was very high for categorizing components as "retain", "equivocal", and "discard" (r\>0.95). [Figure 2](#pone-0104021-g002){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the result of component selection based upon the frequency ratio and dynamic range and the range of values for the 52 retained components. In addition, to guarantee that component selection did not influence the results of graph theoretical analysis, we also conducted an analysis that included 8 "equivocal" components, resulting in an additional graph of 60 components (referred to as FDR-60, see Supplementary [Table S1](#pone.0104021.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![Component separation based upon dynamic range and low to high frequency power ratio.\
Dynamic range and power ratio for 100 components during inclusive ICA (all subjects). Rejected components (red) were determined by inspection of low to high frequency ratio and spatial extent consistent with Allen et al., (2011). In the primary analysis, "equivocal" components were discarded and the time series for the 52 remaining components composed the final graph. Supplementary materials include an additional analysis that included "equivocal" components in order to determine their influence on the graph and the results are nearly identical (see [Table S1](#pone.0104021.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).](pone.0104021.g002){#pone-0104021-g002}

Finally, we used a spatially constrained ICA (scICA) which provides a hybrid approach enabling us to focus on specific subnetworks of interest in this paper (i.e., the rich club) by providing a set of masks or images to the algorithm while also allowing the data to refine the resulting component [@pone.0104021-Lin1]. The sICA approach in GIFT estimates maximally independent spatial sources from fMRI signal (see [@pone.0104021-Allen1]) and maps the spatial extent and labels each component without the need for user identification (e.g., anterior insula- anterior salience network). Overall, we anticipate that the approaches used here provide safeguards for conservative data analysis and interpretation while retaining optimal sensitivity to dynamic network effects over time in TBI.

Graph theory analysis {#s2g}
---------------------

A representative network graph was created from the data parcellation described above, such that each *node* in the graph represented a resultant component of the whole-brain ICA [@pone.0104021-Calhoun3]--[@pone.0104021-Calhoun4], which is an approach previously used for connectivity modeling in clinical samples (see [@pone.0104021-Yu1]--[@pone.0104021-Yu2]). Pairwise correlations amongst all component time series were determined and, after thresholding using false discovery rate (FDR) at p\<0.05 components with statistically significant correlations were joined by a weighted *link* in the network, where weights were determined as the value of the corresponding correlations [@pone.0104021-Bassett1]. Thresholding is a critical issue in creating a graph and has been shown to influence connectivity [@pone.0104021-Cole1]. To address this issue a second graph was also created setting the lower bound threshold as the mean of the FDR corrected connectivity value from the HC Time 1 data during the first analysis (Sparse Graph, threshold: r = 0.403). This second, sparse graph provided the opportunity to examine connectivity in a graph composed of only moderate to highly connected nodes. The results of this graph analysis were largely consistent with the initial analysis (see Supplementary [Table S2](#pone.0104021.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The original 52-component FDR-corrected graph was used in two primary sets of analyses. First, we tested Hypothesis 1 using whole-brain analyses of global graph properties. Graph metrics of interest included: a) the degree distribution, that is, the probability distribution of the number of links per node, b) total number and sum total weight, or strength, of network links, c) weighted clustering coefficient, and d) average global path length. Second, we tested Hypothesis 2 by a) examining change in node degree over time and b) identifying network hubs at each time point. Network hubs were determined as nodes of highest degree, calculated for a weighted network by summing the weights on all links incident to given node. Based upon 1 and 2 standard deviation thresholds, we examined these most highly connected regions at the individual level in order to determine: 1) whether the most highly connected nodes, or the tail of the degree distribution, were disproportionately represented in the TBI samples and 2) which nodes, or components, most commonly appear as hubs. Further, we examined the mean degree values for the most highly connected regions for each of the samples at each time point.

Structural MRI analysis {#s2h}
-----------------------

In order to examine the morphometric changes associated with the TBI sample at time 1 and time 2, voxel-based morphometry (VBM) analysis was conducted using the VBM8 toolbox (<http://dbm.neuro.uni-jena.de/vbm/>). The initial processing step in VBM was used to quantify the white, gray and CSF compartments for all subjects via segmentation. During this processing stream, in order to maintain sensitivity to volumetric changes, we used non-normalized original high resolution T1 images for each subject and the TPM.nii tissue probability map (which is a modification of the ICBM Tissue Probabilistic Atlas) using a bias regularization of 0.001 (very light) and full-width-half-maximum 60 mm cutoff.

Results {#s3}
=======

Demographic and Neuropsychological Data {#s3a}
---------------------------------------

[Tables 1](#pone-0104021-t001){ref-type="table"} and [2](#pone-0104021-t002){ref-type="table"} provide the demographic information and neuropsychological information for the two samples. The samples are comparable for age and education and the gender differences between samples was non-significant. There are two important results in [Table 2](#pone-0104021-t002){ref-type="table"}. First, this TBI sample shows classic deficits in working memory and processing speed compared to the HC sample both at Time 1 and Time 2. Second, the TBI sample shows significant improvements on tests of working memory and processing speed between measurements. With respect to the 1-back task performed in the scanner there was little change in scores between time points, which we anticipate is due to the ceiling effects for RTs and elevated accuracy at the lowest n-back loads (TBI RT Time 1 mean = 698, sd = 115.8; TBI RT Time 2: 719.3, sd = 150.3; TBI Accuracy Time 1 mean = 88.5%, sd = 0.15; TBI Accuracy Time 2 mean = 87.7%, sd = 0.14). The HC sample also demonstrated similar performances over time (HC RT Time 1 mean = 648, sd = 122.6; HC RT Time 2: 644, sd = 161.6; HC Accuracy Time 1 mean = 92.8%, sd = 0.09; HC Accuracy Time 2 mean = 94.9%, sd = 0.07).

MRI Volumetrics {#s3b}
---------------

[Table 3](#pone-0104021-t003){ref-type="table"} shows the group and time-point white matter, gray matter, and cerebrospinal fluid values that are the result of segmentation within the VBM suite (SPM8). The results predictably revealed little volumetric change between group and between time points. We anticipate that the 6-month window of time in this study is early to observe volumetric changes that are common to samples of chronic TBI [@pone.0104021-Bigler1]. The general consistency in brain volume between time points also indicates that gross volumetric changes are unlikely to account for the connectivity changes observable in the graph analysis between Time 1 and Time 2.

10.1371/journal.pone.0104021.t003

###### White matter, gray matter, and cerebral spinal fluid volume in TBI and HC samples.
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                                       TBI Time 1 Mean (sd)   TBI Time 2 Mean (sd)   HC Time 1 Mean (sd)   HC Time 2 Mean (sd)
  ----------------------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- --------------------- ---------------------
  **White matter volume (mm^3^)**          516.8 (56.0)           512.4 (54.3)          494.6 (67.0)          502.3 (66.2)
  **Gray matter volume (mm^3^)**           649.3 (68.8)           647.0 (67.5)          640.6 (102.9)         654.3 (91.33)
  **Cerebral spinal fluid (mm^3^)**        247.0 (46.3)           250.7 (49.0)          228.6 (30.1)          223.8 (21.3)

No significant between-group or between-time differences in tissue volume.

Graph Theoretical Results: Global graph metrics {#s3c}
-----------------------------------------------

The data in [Table 4](#pone-0104021-t004){ref-type="table"} provide the global graph metrics for each group and time point. The data generally support a hyperconnectivity hypothesis during this early window after injury characterized by increased number and strength of network links globally (connectivity and clustering values non-significantly greater in TBI compared to HCs). Primary graph measures include 1) network strength (sum of weights over all edges in the graph), 2) number of network links, 3) path length (unweighted), 4) clustering coefficient, 5) small worldness (clustering/path length). The mean correlation coefficient across the graph was also computed. Two-tailed independent sample t-tests revealed significant or near-significant between-group differences at Time 1 for network strength (p = 0.05), number of links (p = 0.046), mean correlation coefficient between nodes (p = 0.04), clustering coefficient in the TBI sample (p = 0.06) and small worldness (clustering/path length) (p = 0.062). While the TBI retained relatively higher values for all indices at Time 2, the differences were not statistically significant and there were no between group differences, nor was there an effect of time on TBI connectivity. The data revealed comparable path length at both time points when comparing the two samples. The hyperconnectivity observed in global metrics is interpreted as a broad indicator of effects occurring at the local level as opposed to a global increase in connectivity (see below). The result of these regional increases in connectivity on global connectivity indices is modest (¾ to 1 standard deviation difference between groups across metrics).

10.1371/journal.pone.0104021.t004

###### General graph properties in TBI and HC groups.
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                                           TBI Sample Time 1 Mean(sd) n = 21   TBI Sample Time 2 Mean(sd) n = 21   TBI Combined Mean (sd) n = 21   Healthy Control Time 1 Mean (sd) n = 15   Healthy Control Time 2 Mean (sd) n = 15   Healthy Control Combined Mean (sd) n = 15
  --------------------------------------- ----------------------------------- ----------------------------------- ------------------------------- ----------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------
  **Total Number of Connections**                  478.67\*\* 227.19                     475.95 246.99                   **477.31 153.20**                    380.93\*\* 128.53                           409.9018 2.74                            **395.42 134.45**
  **Total Strength of Connections**                547.09\*\* 192.1                      539.90 204.92                   **543.50 129.74**                    465.40\*\* 122.18                           483.13 169.66                            **474.27 126.63**
  **Average path length**                              1.60 0.19                           1.61 0.21                      **1.609 0.14**                          1.67 0.14                                1.669 0.185                              **1.67 0.146**
  **Clustering coefficient (weighted)**              0.2439\* 0.08                        0.248 0.085                     0**.246 0.052**                       0.213\* 0.048                              0.226 0.065                              **0.220 0.048**

Global graph metrics. Significant between-group differences at Time 1(\*\* p\<0.05; \*p\<0.10). Note: **no** significant results survive corrections for multiple comparisons for an alpha of 0.05.

Graph Theoretical Results: Degree distribution {#s3d}
----------------------------------------------

We examined the degree distribution for the entire sample (n = 36) for two reasons. First, we aimed to determine if the heavy tail that is a defining characteristic in power-law distributions was evident in the current network data. Second, we aimed to determine the components that comprised the most highly connected nodes within the distribution. In order to do so, a histogram of the degree distributions of all nodes for all subjects was plotted for both samples (TBI n = 1092; HC n = 780) at both time points. Here, node degree is plotted against the probability that a randomly selected node from given group at given time point has corresponding degree. Notice in [Figure 3](#pone-0104021-g003){ref-type="fig"} that the degree distribution has the heavy right tail evident in the classic power-law degree distribution observed in many real-world networks, but drops-off in frequencies of very low degree nodes. The left side of the distribution has few very low-level connection prior to peaking and this can be attributed to the thresholding used to create the representative functional network from time series correlations. Specifically, pairwise correlations below the FDR threshold were discarded and did not appear as links in the graph. To determine the "hubs" of the graph, a lower bound for highly-connected regions was set at 2 sds above the mean for the Time 1 HC sample (degree = 15.66). The distribution reveals nodes of the highest degree are more likely to be observed in the TBI samples. For example, nodes with a degree of \>15.66 make up 7.6% (119/1560) of all nodes HC sample and 15.1% (331/2184) of the nodes at in the TBI sample.

![Probability distribution for TBI and HC groups at separate time points.\
Degree distributions for healthy control and TBI samples. Node degree (k), calculated as the sum of the weights on edges incident to a given node, is plotted against the fraction of nodes having given degree P(k), for each group at each time point. Values binned at increments of 2. **Inset**: the frequency of component members appearing in the heavy tail of p(k), or the most highly connected nodes. A-insula-ACC = anterior insula-anterior cingulate cortex (anterior salience network); dDMN = posterior cingulate to medial frontal (dorsal default mode network); LECN = Left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and parietal (executive control network; P-insula = posterior insula (Salience Network); Par-FEF: Intraparietal Sulcus/Frontal Eye Fields (Visuospatial Network); RECN = right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and parietal (executive control network); vDMN = Retrosplenial Cortex/Medial Temporal Lobe (Ventral Default Mode Network); B.Ganglia = basal ganglia. ***Note***: inset is collapsed to include all possible components assigned to each specific subnetwork and organized from highest to lowest node incidence in the TBI sample.](pone.0104021.g003){#pone-0104021-g003}

Graph theoretical Results, most highly connected nodes {#s3e}
------------------------------------------------------

In order to examine the functional networks contributing to hyperconnectivity in TBI, we performed two separate calculations. First, we calculated the average degree for all nodes within each group and each time point and sorted the data based upon degree. [Table 5](#pone-0104021-t005){ref-type="table"} reveals the mean values for the most highly connected nodes that were at least 2 sds above the mean degree established at Time 1 in HCs. For Time 1, the TBI sample had significantly higher average nodal values (Time 1 mean = 9.19, sd = 1.07, se = 0.149) compared to the HC sample (Time 1 mean = 7.32, sd = 1.29, se = 0.179; t(102) = −7.98; p\<0.001\]. This finding was again observed at Time 2 (TBI mean = 9.13, sd = 1.074, se = 0.150; HC mean = 7.88, sd = 1.39, se = 0.194; t(102) = −6.92; p\<0.001\].

10.1371/journal.pone.0104021.t005

###### Most highly connected nodes (hubs) for TBI and HCs at Time 1 and Time 2 (mean degree values).

![](pone.0104021.t005){#pone-0104021-t005-5}

  TBI Time 1 (n = 21)    TBI Time 2 (n = 21)          
  --------------------- --------------------- ------- -------------------
  11.27                      R ECN (34)        11.12     Language (46)
  10.97                   P. Salience (35)     11.03   Sensorimotor (15)
  10.86                     Language (41)      10.98     FEF-par (39)
  10.86                       vDMN (20)        10.63     PCC/MPFC (25)
  10.55                   A. Salience (51)     10.59      R ECN (45)
  10.53                       dDMN (25)        10.57   A. Salience (47)
  10.43                       dDMN (31)        10.43      R ECN (34)
  10.40                    Precuneus (49)      10.24    A. Salience (4)
  10.35                   Sensorimotor (15)    10.24   A. Salience (16)
  10.27                   A. Salience (48)     10.10       vDMN (20)
  10.25                     FEF-par (50)       10.06       dDMN (52)
  10.12                     Auditory (9)              
  10.08                     PCC/MPFC (30)             
  10.06                     Auditory (32)             
  10.04                      R ECN (45)               
  10.03                   A. Salience (42)            
  9.92                      Language (3)              

  HC Time 1 (n = 15)    HC Time 2 (n = 15)          
  -------------------- -------------------- ------- ---------------
  10.52                     R.ECN (45)       11.06    R ECN (34)
                                             10.16   Auditory (32)

The most highly connected nodes determined by cutoff of 9.9 (2 standard deviations above the mean degree for HC data at Time 1). ***Note***: values for components listed at Time 1, not listed for Time 2 (41 = 9.72; 51 = 8.8; 31 =  9.54; 49 = 8.96; 48 = 9.70; 50 = 8.91; 9 = 9.3; 42 = 9.31; 3 = 9.83) and for Time 2 but not Time 1 (52 = 9.83; 4 = 9.42; 39 = 8.79; 47 = 8.69; 16 = 8.69) were also at least 1 sd above the HC Time 1 mean, but below 2 sd cutoff. Components in **bold** are identical components between time points.

Second, we calculated the frequency of components comprising the heavy tail in the probability distribution in [Figure 3](#pone-0104021-g003){ref-type="fig"}. The most frequently observed components for the TBI sample were the: 1) anterior insula-ACC (salience network), 2) right executive control network, 3) PCC to medial frontal (dorsal DMN) and 4) the retrosplenial cortex-medial temporal lobe (ventral DMN) (see [Figure 3](#pone-0104021-g003){ref-type="fig"} inset). The connectivity in these core subnetworks in the TBI sample was not reflected in the HC sample, where there was a more even distribution of high-degree nodes across the classically recognized subnetworks in the brain with relative equally high connectivity in dDMN, sensorimotor, language and auditory networks. [Figures 4](#pone-0104021-g004){ref-type="fig"}--[6](#pone-0104021-g006){ref-type="fig"} illustrate several of the most common components represented in both [Table 5](#pone-0104021-t005){ref-type="table"} and the distribution tail from [Figure 3](#pone-0104021-g003){ref-type="fig"}.

![Illustrates the two of the most common nodes occurring for both samples at both time points for the right ECN network.](pone.0104021.g004){#pone-0104021-g004}

![Illustrates two examples of functional components of the anterior insula (SN) in the "tail" of the degree distribution for the TBI sample.\
Note: SN = salience network.](pone.0104021.g005){#pone-0104021-g005}

![Illustrates two examples of functional components of the dorsal DMN in the "tail" of the degree distribution for the TBI sample.\
Note: DMN = default mode network, Med = Medial, PCC = posterior cingulate cortex.](pone.0104021.g006){#pone-0104021-g006}

Behavioral performance and Hubs {#s3f}
-------------------------------

We examined the relationship between the cognitive tests showing the greatest difference between the TBI and HC samples (see [Table 2](#pone-0104021-t002){ref-type="table"}) and the most highly connected subnetworks (i.e., components) appearing at both Time 1 and Time 2 in TBI. To do so, the average scores for three cognitive measures showing significant decrements in TBI at Time 1 were computed: 1) Stroop Color-word, 2) VSAT total score, and 3) Trails B. These three cognitive measures were correlated with the components most commonly appearing in [Table 5](#pone-0104021-t005){ref-type="table"} and the members of the distribution "tail" ([Figure 3](#pone-0104021-g003){ref-type="fig"} Inset). These three components included the ECN ([Figure 4](#pone-0104021-g004){ref-type="fig"}), A. Insula ([Figure 5](#pone-0104021-g005){ref-type="fig"}), and the DMN ([Figure 6](#pone-0104021-g006){ref-type="fig"}). The results reveal low to moderate correlation values (Stroop x RECN Time 2: r = 0.289; Trails B x RECN Time 1, r = −0.37; Trails B x A.Insula Time 2, r = 0.437) tha*t did not survive correction for multiple comparisons (3 cognitive tests x 3 components at 2 time points.* The results indicate that the relationships between hub connectivity and cognitive efficiency are likely subtle and dependent upon multiple subject and network factors for expression including network context (i.e., timing, inclusion of additional connections).

Discussion {#s4}
==========

We used functional MRI and graph theory methods to examine whole brain connectivity changes early after moderate and severe TBI. Using a weighted graph we were able to track not only the influence of TBI on the number of connections but also their strength, which is a decided advantage to this approach. The primary hypothesis that brain connectivity will increase after TBI was generally supported; global metrics showed greater connectivity in the TBI sample and targeted analysis revealed specific nodes where hyperconnectivity is occurring after injury. This effect was evident when examining the mean degree for the 52 nodes, there was significantly greater connectivity in the TBI compared to HC sample. The between-group differences in global graph characteristics such as mean degree and mean number of links were modest ([Table 4](#pone-0104021-t004){ref-type="table"}), and this finding is not unexpected given that we do not anticipate that all network nodes are significantly increasing during recovery. Instead, the highest degree nodes were selectively observed in several core subnetworks such as the SN, ECN, and parts of the DMN. The primary implication for these data is that physical disruption of networks results in an increase in connectivity in select nodes (see inset to [Figure 3](#pone-0104021-g003){ref-type="fig"}). The most impressive evidence for this is [Figure 3](#pone-0104021-g003){ref-type="fig"}, where the heavy power law tail is disproportionately composed of nodes coming from TBI cases.

The hyperconnectivity hypothesis proposed here is generally consistent with a greater literature, although some qualification is required. Recently in a cross-sectional study of TBI, Pandit and colleagues [@pone.0104021-Pandit1] found *diminished* connectivity in critical nodes and loss of small-worldness. These findings are not consistent with the results here and there are likely several reasons for this. First, the networks in Pandit et al. and the current work are quite different with respect to the scale of the networks investigated (15 vs. 52 nodes) and, therefore, the data in Pandit and colleagues may be capturing local effects or those within a relatively constrained set of subnetworks. As we elaborate upon below, hyperconnectivity is not uniformly expressed with examples of connectivity loss even within core subnetworks like the DMN. Second, the work by Pandit and colleagues examined chronic TBI, most greater than 2 years post injury, where we might expect to see maturation of the effects observable in the early sample presented here and possibly even connectivity loss in the case of older subjects (age ranges in that study from 18--54). Finally, the current approach uses a weighted as opposed to a binary network providing a richer representation of pairwise regional communication and sensitivity to changing connection strength. In general, the preponderance of this literature has established connectivity increases after moderate and severe injury (11--12, 14, 25, 37, 88\] and the current data demonstrate that this general response is evident within the first few months after injury.

Connectivity in hubs after injury: the rich do get richer {#s4a}
---------------------------------------------------------

It was also a goal to determine if core subnetworks disproportionately accounted for changing connectivity after TBI. We hypothesized that hyperconnectivity would be expressed in three large-scale subnetworks: the SN, ECN, and DMN. This hypothesis was generally supported in several different ways. First, when examining the subnetworks contributing to the heavy tail of the probability distribution, the subnetworks appearing with the highest frequency was the anterior insula of the SN and the ventral and dorsal DMN, which is consistent with two separate findings in the TBI literature. There is now a growing body of literature showing enhanced DMN connectivity after TBI [@pone.0104021-Sharp1], [@pone.0104021-Bonnelle2]--[@pone.0104021-Hillary6], [@pone.0104021-Palacios1]--[@pone.0104021-Tang1]. The role of hyperconnectivity in the DMN after TBI remains uncertain, with several possible explanations, including a failure to deactivate the DMN as a source of interference during goal-directed behavior [@pone.0104021-Sharp1]. While this explanation has intuitive appeal, it may be the case that a hyperconnectivity response both for goal-directed and internal-state networks observed here poses a challenge to seamless transition between these networks. Second, the finding that the anterior insular salience network may be heightened in brain injury has received recent support both in longitudinal [@pone.0104021-Bonnelle2] and cross-sectional studies [@pone.0104021-Hillary6] and even in a study of the minimally conscious state [@pone.0104021-DiPerri1]. This finding indicates that of the most highly connected nodes (i.e., the tail of the probability distribution), the anterior salience network, including insula and anterior cingulate cortex, accounted for the highest percentage of observations. Enhanced involvement of the salience network has been interpreted elsewhere as providing attentional control and operating as a conduit between internal brain states and external stimulation [@pone.0104021-Craig1]. Finally, when examining the nodes with highest average degree, multiple components within the right ECN network showed degree \>2sds above the HC mean in the TBI sample and the RECN was the second most frequent component observed in the heavy tail of the degree distribution. This finding is consistent with a literature emphasizing the role of the *right* prefrontal cortex in processing novelty [@pone.0104021-Gazzaniga1]--[@pone.0104021-Gazzaniga2] and increased task load associated with neurological insult, including TBI [@pone.0104021-Hillary4], [@pone.0104021-Medaglia1]. Neurological insult creates an environment of reduced automaticity and increased supervisory demand for all levels of information processing and the mean connectivity observable in the right ECN may play a role in this. Overall, the observation that "the rich get richer" is consistent with a preferential attachment model of growth in scale free networks, where new connections are more likely to be collected by the most connected nodes [@pone.0104021-Barabsi1].

It should be emphasized that the hyperconnectivity observed after injury may be dissociable within networks; while nodes within the DMN and SN were the most commonly represented in network hubs (or distribution "tail"), decreased involvement within these networks was also observed. For example, there were also components within the ventral and dorsal DMN that showed connectivity decline over time in the TBI sample. This observation reveals the functional complexity of nodes within the DMN which more recent work has demonstrated to have divergent roles [@pone.0104021-Mantini1]--[@pone.0104021-Liang1]. While the ICA used here aids in determining the functional signatures (components) that are spatially consistent with the DMN, this approach also permits differential analysis of how the distinct connectivity between these signatures are interacting both within and outside the DMN.

Connectivity and clinical and demographic factors {#s4b}
-------------------------------------------------

In any study of TBI there is inherent concern about heterogeneity in the nature and severity of the injury between the individuals comprising any group. Although this issue is certainly not unique to TBI, it is a concern universally echoed in this clinical sample. The current study holds significant control in one area often not considered: time post injury. In addition to the opportunity to examine network change during a critical recovery window, examining all individuals at 3 and 6 months post PTA resolution provides some equilibration for neurological status at the first measurement time point. However, several other critical factors require consideration to provide context for the current findings. First, while the location of injury and severity of injury are difficult to maintain constant in TBI work; it should be noted that there was no obvious relationship between injury factors and graph metrics in this sample. For example, when splitting the results based upon greater and lesser network degree, the TBI subgroups were equally likely to show evidence of diffuse injuries indicative of DAI, focal injury (subdural hematoma/contusion), or mixed injuries. This is entirely consistent with the signal amplitude literature in fMRI whereby pathophysiology was not a determinant of neural recruitment [@pone.0104021-Hillary4]--[@pone.0104021-Hillary5]. With respect to injury severity, GCS score was a poor predictor of connectivity indices (i.e., degree and number of connections), so gross indicators of injury severity may not reliably predict global brain response. While the age range in this sample is comparable to most of the connectivity work conducted in TBI to date [@pone.0104021-Pandit1]--[@pone.0104021-Caeyenberghs1], [@pone.0104021-Sharp1], [@pone.0104021-Bonnelle2], it was quite broad, including young adults to middle-aged participants (ages 18--53). Increasingly nuanced investigation of brain connectivity following TBI will likely reveal potentially important differences in the brain response across the developmental spectrum. For example, it may be the case that a common response to injury is hyperconnectivity but the degree to which this is expressed may be moderated by age or resource availability (for a critical review see [@pone.0104021-Hillary2]). Even given these considerations, it appears that increased connectivity in critical network nodes is a robust effect emerging even in the context of distinct injury severity and location of pathology.

While capturing the various elements of clinical recovery after TBI is difficult to do with a battery of cognitive tests, we have some indication of behavioral improvement between Time 1 and Time 2. Measures of connectivity, however, did not appear to mirror these changes in any straightforward way. When using the behavioral data to provide context for these imaging findings, the network x behavioral findings are low to modest (accounting for ∼10--20% of the total variance). These relationships may indeed require more nuanced analysis including examining the specific clinical presentations associated with connectivity. It will also be important to model nonlinear relationships or examine "windows of benefit" for hyperconnectivity. As these relationships are established, network connectivity may begin to enhance our understanding of brain plasticity and its role in clinical recovery.

Summary and Future Directions {#s4c}
-----------------------------

The findings here provide evidence that a common network response to traumatic brain injury is hyperconnectivity, observable over the course of the first six months of recovery in this sample of moderate and severe TBI. There is also evidence that hyperconnectivity may be differentially observed in the "rich club" or nodes that form the backbone to information transfer in the brain. However, there are several areas for study refinement and future work to continue to clarify the meaning of hyperconnectivity after neurological disruption. While the sample heterogeneity here matches the literature, there may be some subtle but important influences of age on connectivity result. Similarly, if the use of more than one MRI scanner added error to the data, it would reduce the sensitivity to detect subtle effects in connectivity. With regard to MRI facility, analysis of data from separate facilities revealed no systematic bias (e.g., data from one MRI machine was no more likely to reveal increased/decreased connectivity in the TBI sample). In addition, the time series data used here are appropriately long for these analyses, but the approach does assume stationarity within each time series. While this approach is fine for our purposes of examining large-scale network change, for a nuanced understanding of the network changes including network modularity and flexibility, within-time-point analyses are required. There are also questions to be answered regarding the how the onset of goal-directed behavior (i.e., task) influences global and local connectivity. Overall, it should be a goal of future work to establish those contextual demands giving rise to hyperconnectivity and the physical resource thresholds that permit its expression.

Supporting Information {#s5}
======================

###### 

**General graph properties in TBI and HC using an inclusive graph (components: 60).** The current table includes "equivocal" components to demonstrate the robustness of the primary findings in [Table 3](#pone-0104021-t003){ref-type="table"}. The TBI sample shows greater, but non-significant increases in global metrics of connectivity (\*p\<.0.10 during independent samples one-tailed test). **Note**: no significant results survive corrections for multiple comparisons at alpha = 0.05.

(DOC)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**General graph properties in TBI and HC in Sparse Graph (minimum r-value = 0.403).** Metrics for the TBI sample show greater, but non-significant increases in global metrics of connectivity (\*p\<.0.10; independent samples one-tailed test). **Note**: no significant results survive corrections for multiple comparisons at alpha = 0.05.

(DOC)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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